TECHNOPARTICIPATION INNOVATION: LIVE COLLABORATIVE WRITING SESSION
USING GOOGLE DOCS DURING FINE ART CLASS AT LINCOLN
There is no pedagogic literature suggesting that Google Docs could be made public via
projection in a classroom setting, enabling potential live writing activities, where everyone can
witness writing as a live collaborative process.
üGreat tool to re-assess our opinions and record how the debate unfolded’ (student feedback comments, Campbell, 2017)
ü Useful as shows a history of revisions. also enables collaborative document sharing/editing online, allowing authors to se where
different people make changes - underlines to that ‘writing is an ongoing process of revision and refinement’ (Megan Poore, 2013,
p.136);
üAllows students to post messages (anonymously or otherwise) onto an online ‘wall’ ;
üUsed in professional practice to overcome the difficulties of physically meeting - can be effectively used not just as a means of
producing a collaborative document where authors inhabit different physical spaces but as a live form of writing where authors inhabit
the same physical space

TECHNOPARTICIPATION

is a project that started in 2015, thanks to a
Loughborough University Teaching Innovation Award, which aims to explore how
‘realia’ can be integrated into arts education. The word realia refers to objects from
everyday life, used to improve students' understanding of real life situations, and
‘facilitate[s] the [creative] process’ (Piazzoli, 2017). It explores applications as
everyday digital realia – Skype, Textwall and Google Docs amongst others – to
consider the benefits and drawbacks of using digital realia in the classroom. These
tools facilitate a wider consideration of other digital applications that could be
employed as digital realia in teaching and how, as Paige Abe and Nickolas A. Jordan
suggest, ‘using social media in the classroom creates a new pattern of social
encounter’ (2013, p.17). www.leecampbelltechnoparticipation.blogspot.co.uk

WHAT SUPPORTIVE GUIDELINES FOR DIGITAL COLLABORATIVE WRITING EMPHASISE THE INCLUSITIVITY SO IMPORTANT TO COLLABORATION?
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Some users (e.g. those with dyslexia)
may feel pressurised keeping up with a
live writing process in terms of the time
it would take them to generate written
responses to other students’ posts – some
users may feel uncomfortable about
being
‘noticed’,
preferring
the
anonymity that Textwall or Twitter for
instance allows, whilst others take
advantage of being able to reveal their
identity and try to make themselves
appear the centre of attention. All
participants need to be respectful of
others.
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